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that head westward come to an end without joining the railroads in Chile
suggests the presence of some great barrier. The relief map shows that
this is the Andes Mountains, The one railroad which crosses the conti-
nent winds high over the Andes to connect Buenos Aires, the Argentine
capital, with the chief cities of Chile, namely, the port of Valparaiso and
the capital, Santiago. Note the way in which a north-south railroad is
beginning to be built on the east side of the Andes just as on the east
side of the Sierra Nevada and the Rockies in the United States. It starts
out in both directions from the fruit-raising city of Mendoza where the
trans-Andean line leaves the plain and enters the mountains.
The presence of the lofty Andes explains why there are so few people"
and railroads south of latitude 40° in Argentina. The winds in this lati-
tude, especially in the southern hemisphere, blow mainly from the west.
Hence they give up much moisture when they rise over the Andes in
southern Chile, but have little left when they descend on the east side.
So, although there is plenty of level land and a favorable temperature
in much of Patagonia, there is not rain enough to support reliable agri-
culture. Naturally sheep raising is the main occupation.
These various facts mean, of course, that most of the cities of Argen-
tina must be located where the relief, the harbors, the soil, and the climate
have made it worth while to build the densest railway net. With such a
net we should expect inland cities, and we are not disappointed. From
La Plata, the outlying port of Buenos Aires, one can go by small steamer
or rail to Buenos Aires itself and its suburb Avellaneda where more than
two and a half million people are living. Then by rail or water one can
go 120 miles inland up the Parana River to the great grain and cattle city
of Rosario with over half a million people. Leaving the river one goes
by rail northward to the commercial center of Santa Fe, then west to a
similar center at Cordoba, and finally far north to Tucuman, the center
of an irrigated sugar district at the eastern base of the Andes. If one goes
westward from Buenos Aires, one travels 600 miles over an extremely
straight railroad before reaching another irrigated region where Mendoza,
with somewhat less than 100,000 people, is a famous fruit center. The
only other direction in which one can find a large city is 360 miles south
and a little west of Buenos Aires where Bahia Blanca is another seaport.
Thus three seaports, a river port, and four smaller inland cities make up
Argentina's total. These contain a third of the country's entire popula-
tion. Such a high proportion of city dwellers, in contrast to only one
eighth in Brazil, indicates prosperity.
Chile. The way in which the railroads of Chile mimic those of lie
west coast of the United States is impressive. From the utterly desert
nitrate beds of Atacama in the far north to the Gulf of Corcovado, where

